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INTRODUCTION 

In this site report I will be talking about and describing some photos and sketches that were made                  
during two site walks that was done. In one of the site walks we walked along side Jay St and                    
Fulton St and went down until we reached the Barclays Center and in the other we walked down                  
Jay st towards Dean St and walked from there until we also reached Barclays Center. During                
these walks we stopped and talked about the evolution of Brooklyn and how these streets and                
areas have changed, we talked about Architectural change as well as how the population changed               
in these areas. We also took pictures of things that stood out to us as well sketched some of the                    
architectural houses and places that we seen along the walk. 

SITE DOCUMENTATION (photos*) 
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This photo is important because to some it may just be a picture of their everyday regular post 
office but during the walk I learned that this building is one of our oldest buildings that we still 
have standing in Brooklyn. This building shows longevity and how consistent and artistic the 
architects of that time were. The design of the building shows the influence of the roman catholic 
church as the designs and structure of the building is very similar to that of a church. The designs 
show that of precision and time that was taken in order to make this structure the staple building 
that it is today.  

This photo is important to me because       
it made me reminisce to the old brooklyn with the graffiti on the side of the building. The                  
brooklyn when guys had the flat top haircut and the girls had the nice hairstyles with long nails.                  
It made me remember the film that we watched “My Brooklyn” where people would hang out on                 
the stoops in front of their houses and kids would play ball or jump rope and everyone just                  
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wanted to mingle and help build up their community and get to know one another. On the surface                  
it might just seem like some old brick building but this building might be some of many                 
memories that the people of the old fulton mall might have.  

 

 

This side view shot of Barclays Center stood out to me for the sole reason of how beautiful it                   
looked. The design of the building is exquisite and the fact that it looks smaller from the outside                  
but inside is this large dome to me its just amazing. My thoughts are that change isn't always a                   
good thing but when it is done tastefully and with everyone in mind it can become something                 
very beautiful and great for a community. To have a large place such as Barclays Center where                 
stars can come and perform sports wise or musically is something that is very special in                
Brooklyn, and that helps in making a more tight knit community and having people mingle with                
one another. 
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These pictures here show the drastic change that Brooklyn is going through from a place that was 

once known for their brownstones and low level houses to now it being a place of skyrise 

buildings and expensive lofts and penthouses. Although yes change is good but it should benefit 

everyone, these luxury skyrises that are being built are only catering to a certain group of people 

and are bringing in more gentrifiers into Brooklyn. Just like we watched in “My Brooklyn” they 

have yet to build a luxury skyrise which consist only of affordable housing for the people who 

can't afford the price point of a luxury apartment to be able to still stay in Brooklyn, and feel as if 

they belong here and are apart of the community. In regards to design the building to the left to 

me is not designed very well as the scattered windows  aren't attractive and it stands out as a sore 

thumb in the area that it is placed. 
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SITE DOCUMENTATION (sketches*)  

 

  

I drew this sketch of Fulton St and Red Hook Lane because it was a sense of Irony to me from                     
the two films that we watched in class “My Brooklyn” and “The Jane Jacob’s Film”. In the films                  
one of the concepts that I took was that money runs pretty much everything. In “My Brooklyn”                 
we see that the people who had the power and the money was able to influence change even                  
though the old timers of fulton mall and the fulton area wanted to stay there and tried to rally                   
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against the change but the latter of the two were unsuccessful in what they were trying to                 
accomplish. I sketched this area because it depicts two Banks on either side of fulton and to me                  
that represents the power that money has to influence and control change not only here in                
Brooklyn but around the globe. 

 

 

 

I drew this sketch of the side view of Barclays Center going down Atlantic ave because for me 
not only is the side view of building gorgeous as I have stated before but it also symbolizes how 
the new innovations are inching their way to take over Brooklyn. It's slowly creeping its way 
over to the brownstone area of Downtown BK and I feel like soon we won't be able to tell the 
difference between Manhattan(The City) or Brooklyn. 
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I selected this particular photo because it shows the beauty and how intricate the artist of the past 
were they really took time in order to carve out beautiful designs and to leave their mark on their 
work. Although that particular building had multiple cracks in it which I believe has to do with 
time but the designs still remained intact and it showed me tha compared to today where 
everyone is competing with height these people just wanted to create great work. 
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This particular building which is located on Jay St. During our site visit it stood out to me 
because I learned that it actually was a firehouse. And it got damaged during a storm and it 
seemed as if it was going to get tore down but someone decided to save it and not only save it 
physically but also save the original design of the building. Now walking down Jay st you don't 
just see new buildings but with this building standing you are able to look at history. 
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GENERAL NOTES: 

● I learned that the post office located by our school is actually one of the oldest buildings                 

in BK. 

● Where Brooklyn Bridge Park was actually used to be a port where people could take the                

ferry. 

● Houses were not being built in wood anymore because wood is more susceptible to fire. 

● Brown stone is an actual stone and it got its name from its dark brown natural color. 

● The church like designs of the buildings and the engravings are influenced by the              

architecture of the Romans. 

INSIGHTS/DISCOVERIES  

Some things that I noticed during our site walks was during the first walk the streets were really                  

busy. There were people walking to and from work. There were kids coming out of school,                

people walking around with shopping bags coming from stores. And also there was sort of like a                 

street fair event going on where people were gathered together mingling. Some were playing              

games and laughing others were just sitting having a drink and catching up with friends. That                

particular site walk I believe is what the creator of “My Brooklyn” envisioned Brooklyn should               

be and wanted Brooklyn to become from the change. A place that was old inclusive to the old                  

timers as well as the new comers. The second site walk was a bit different the streets were less                   

busy and there weren't any activities going on as previously stated in the first site walk. I felt that                   

walking down Dean St and Smith St it was a very family oriented area where parents and their                  
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kids were walking the family dog or there was a school with kids playing in the playground. And                  

here and there you would stumble upon a cafe, where people would have their laptops or was                 

reading a book whilst drinking coffee. During the second walk I learned alot about the materials                

that were used in building the houses from Wood, to steel, brick, and brownstone. I learned that                 

steel although is known as a very strong material, when used in building houses it can rust thus                  

causing cracks in the brick which can lead to further damage. Also the reason why we don't use                  

wood no more is because of a large fire that occured in the late 1800s which made architects and                   

developers realize that wood was not a material that can build homes in totality. These               

walkthroughs opened my eyes to realize that there really is two sides to Brooklyn and each side                 

is unique and full of history in its own right.  

KEYWORDS/VOCABULARY & DEFINITIONS 

  

Column Design: Used to support the weight of the roof can also be used for decorative 
purposes. 

Oblique Angle: The angle of the objects receding line. 

Mason: A builder and worker in stone. 

Kiln: A furnace or oven for burning, baking, or drying, especially one for calcining lime or firing 
pottery. 

Bonding Pattern: The way that the bricks are bonded together. 

Common Bond: A bond in which every fifth or sixth course consists of headers. 

Running Bond: The most used bond and is composed of stretchers offset by ½ brick per course. 

Party Wall: A dividing partition between two adjoining buildings that is shared by the occupants 
of each residence or business. 
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Cornice: An ornamental molding around the wall of a room just below the ceiling. 

Wood Beams:  A structural element that primarily resists loads applied laterally to the beam’s 
axis. 

Settlement: The distortion or disruption of parts of a building due to unequal compression of its 
foundation. 

Lintel: A horizontal support of timber, stone, concrete, or steel across the top of a door or 
window. 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS for Further RESEARCH 

1. If wood is susceptible to fire why do we still use it in building homes or other                 

architectural designs? 
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